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All Flags Are Not Alike

Message from the Executive Chairmen
For 20 years, LISCR has been a cherished extension of our
family. Beginning with the foundational principles of personal
integrity and a focus on client service, our father and company
founder, Yoram Cohen, was able to set the driving vision for
our organization.

Adam Cohen

Elan Cohen

Combined with hard work and dedication, our remarkable
global team has taken the Liberian Registry to new heights each
successive year. Today, the Registry is the second largest in the
world, and in the vanguard of flag services for the international
maritime industry.

Our vision for the next 20 years is not only to become the world’s largest registry, but to continuously set the standard for quality and safety in our sector. Such ambitions can only be achieved through our people and technology.
Our remarkable team will continue to forge deep industry relationships, develop and retain substantive technical
expertise, and remain attuned to the existing and future needs of our clients and partners.
In parallel, LISCR will continue to develop innovative technologies to service and streamline the needs of ship owners and managers. As with all global industries, a technological wave has been felt in shipping, and we intend to
swim with the tide. Whether it be the very early creation of our electronic seafarer processing system, SEA System,
or the recent development of our proprietary Waypoint portal, we invest ourselves in such technologies so as to
create savings in cost and time for our Registry community. These value-add features are illustrative of the fact
that ‘All Flags Are Not Alike.’
Our global team, as well as our executive management team, consisting of Alfonso Castillero (Chief Operating
Officer), Christine Doherty (Chief Financial & Administrative Officer), and Benson Peretti (SVP of Global Services),
are excited about the future and the opportunities ahead. While this is the first edition of Flagship for 2019, we will
look to update our Registry community on a wide range of subjects in the months to come, including the likes of
Sulphur 2020, EU MRV, and Ship Recycling. We remain available to address any matters directly and clearly with
our Registry community.
While we proudly look back on the past 20 years, we look forward to much more success for the Registry and its
partners in the years ahead.
With thanks,

Adam Cohen & Elan Cohen
Executive Chairmen

A

LET LIBERIA INTERVENE

vessel heading to San Francisco, USA, was identified by the Liberian Administration as potentially high-risk and subject to a USCG inspection. Accordingly, the Administration contacted
the operator and arranged for a flag inspector to attend the vessel. Prior to the USCG’s arrival,
the flag inspector noted several serious, detainable deficiencies involving the vessel’s fire detection
systems and generators. The Administration immediately worked with the operator and class to
develop a corrective action plan and then notified the USCG of the issues and the plan. As a result,
the USCG deferred to the Administration and postponed its inspection. The vessel completed the
repairs and departed the port without delay, and without any adverse PSC deficiencies or actions.

NEWS FROM
THE LIBERIAN
REGISTRY

Liberian flag added
to QUALSHIP 21
The Liberian flag has been included
in the United States Coast Guard’s
(USCG) QUALSHIP 21 (QS21) roster for
2019-2020. QS21 recognizes vessels
and flag states which have successfully met specified safety and quality
requirements and regulations when
calling at ports in the United States.
Alfonso Castillero, Chief Operating
Officer of the Liberian Registry, notes,
“We are very pleased to have made
the QS21 roster. It is recognition for
the many years of work that we, our
clients, ship managers, and masters
and crew have put into safety training
and meeting environmental standards.
We have a great team of dedicated
staff — good people with at-sea experience — who are working closely
with vessels on compliance as they
come into the US.”
To qualify for QS21, flag administrations must have a three-year Port State
Control (PSC) detention ratio of less
than 1.00% and be credited with 10+
PSC exams per year for the last three
years. QS21 status brings advantages
to vessels visiting the US. Liberia and
8 other maritime nations were all new
additions to the QUALSHIP 21 (QS21) &
E-ZERO list this year.
Alfonso Castillero says, “The number
of new additions to QS21 in 20192020 is fantastic recognition of the
work that maritime administrations,
owners, and crew have put into safety
initiatives. It is also testament to the
efforts of the US Coast Guard, who
are often overlooked when it comes to
handing out praise.
“Inclusion in QUALSHIP 21 is a great
achievement for any flag, and the
wider industry should celebrate the
number of states making the USCG’s
grade.”
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Liberia’s Expanding Fleet

Southern Dragon Chemical of Japan has taken delivery
of the 19,994 dwt oil / chemical tanker SOUTHERN ROBIN
from Shitanoe Shipbuilding Company.

The Liberian Registry welcomes the 320,785 dwt oil
tanker AMPHION, built at Samsung Heavy Industries in
South Korea and operated by Capital Ship Management of
Greece.

The 38,763 dwt bulk carrier VOGE SOPHIE, built by Taizhou
Kouan Shipbuilding in China and operated by H. Vogemann
Reederei of Germany, joined Liberia’s fleet in January.

New leadership but same
dedicated values at LSC
Kierstin Del Valle
Lachtman knows she
has big shoes to fill in
her new role as Secretary General of the
Liberian Shipowners
Council (LSC). But
she is relishing the
challenge.
Kierstin says of her predecessor, Joe Ludwiczak,
“Joe led LSC for 17 years in such a dedicated
and service-oriented manner and is a very tough
act to follow.” But, having previously worked as
a representative and advocate for shipowners,
most recently as Manager of Maritime Policy
for Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA)
in Washington DC, Kierstin knows the Liberian
Administration well. “They are always supportive of industry,” she says, “and I look forward to
working with them.”
Like LSC, CLIA is a shipowners’ association that
represents its members to regulatory and rulemaking bodies. “Many of the methods used to
develop cruise industry positions,” says Kierstin,
“can be used to develop those of the LSC membership. I also have experience of representing
CLIA at IMO and will help ensure that the views
of LSC members on important international
issues are heard there and at other international forums such as the International Labour
Organization (ILO).”
Kierstin believes that LSC is well-positioned to
drive real change for its membership. “We have
a great working relationship with the Liberian
Administration and with the International
Chamber of Shipping (ICS),” she says. “By

working closely with these organizations, we
can ensure that the voice of our members is
heard by all regulatory and policy-developing
bodies. We can provide input in connection with
new regulations and policies as they are being
developed, thereby assessing and managing
their impact on our members.
“The LSC Board is one of its greatest strengths.
Our Board comes from Unisea Shipping Ltd,
Stolt-Nielsen, MSC Group, Zodiac Maritime
Ltd, Hartmann Reederei and Marwave
Shipmanagement, all of whom are committed to
ensuring that LSC meets and indeed surpasses
the needs of its membership.”
So can LSC members expect to see any changes
under Kierstin’s leadership? “Yes, members can
expect to see some changes,” she says, “but
nothing that will impact their membership in
2019. As we work towards growing and further
developing LSC, we will take a look at our membership structure, including fees. We are also
considering introducing a new membership tier
for service providers, such as classification societies and shipyards. In addition, we want to look
at how we can enhance our methods of engaging with members.”
Kierstin recognises that open registries need
to be service-oriented in order to maintain and
expand their shipowner client base. And she
says, “As the voice of the clients, LSC sees that
Liberia does indeed listen to our concerns and
always responds quickly and professionally.
“Liberia is recognized globally as a white-list
registry. Its values are very much in line with
those of our members, whose aim is to maintain
the highest standards of quality, safety and environmental protection.”

LISCR SAFETY TIP
It could happen to you...

We recently welcomed two bulk carriers, YANGZE 11 and
YANGZE 12, to the Liberian fleet. The Shanghai Run Yuan
vessels are both approximately 82,000 dwt and were built
in China.

The crew of a vessel inbound to Australia conducted an in-water test
of its lifeboat and rescue boat and, when returning the boats to their
cradles, stowed them incorrectly. Although they had installed a fall
preventer device so that they could safely perform work on the lifeboat, the crew failed to reset the release gear and, as a result, the
entire weight of the lifeboat was resting on the fall preventer device
pins. Upon arrival in port, a flag inspector noticed the issue and immediately informed the master. The crew placed chain blocks and maintenance slings on the lifeboats to provide support, and then removed
the devices and correctly reset the release gear and preventer
devices. Fortunately the pins held, but they were not designed to take
the weight of the lifeboat. Serious damage or personal injury may have
resulted had the situation gone unnoticed.

Liberia confirmed as world’s second-largest ship registry
Liberia is the second largest ship
registry in the world, according to
leading shipping analyst Clarksons
in its Clarksons World Fleet Monitor
January 2019. This report confirms that, in gross tonnage terms,
Liberia has overtaken and outgrown the Marshall Islands, which
now languishes in third place.
Alfonso Castillero, COO of the
Liberian International Ship &
Corporate Registry (LISCR), the US-based manager of the Liberian Registry, says, “This is about
quality of service, not discounted rates.
“The Liberian fleet was the fastest growing major open flag in both the shipping and offshore sectors
in 2018, and currently has a growth rate of 8.0% - more than twice that of most other open flags.
There are a number of reasons for this, not least a growing recognition on the part of major shipowners and managers that Liberia, more than any other flag state, is able to combine increased safety
and efficiency with reduced costs.
“Owners and managers have also been shifting their fleets to Liberia because of the huge cost savings
available under the historic agreement on port dues with the People’s Republic of China. This agreement, which was recently renewed, can result in savings to owners of millions of dollars.”
Alfonso Castillero says, “Compared to other flags, the detention rate for Liberian-flag ships was down
significantly in key jurisdictions in 2018, especially in areas like China, where other flags experienced an
increase in their detention rates. This was due in no small part to the success of Liberia’s complimentary
Detention Prevention Programme, the first of its kind developed by a flag state.

Irina Nossova achieves
CAMS certification
All global industries,
including
shipping,
face potential exposure
to illegal activities such
as money laundering
and terrorist financing.
As part of the proactive steps it is taking
to limit the exposure
of the Liberian Registry and its clients to such
risks, LISCR’s Compliance & Legal Manager
Irina Nossova recently achieved specialist
anti-money laundering certification from the
Association of Certified Anti-Money Laundering
Specialists (ACAMS).

Alex Ye, Managing Director of the Liberian
Registry’s China offices,
has advanced from the
75th to 67th ranking
in the “Top 100 Distinguished Chinese who
Contributed to China’s
Shipping Industry” for
2018.

Irina, who has experience of working for a law
firm and in the commercial sector, joined the
Liberian Registry in November 2017. She says,
“In my role as Compliance & Legal Manager, I
oversee the smooth operation of the Liberian
Registry’s compliance system and procedures. I
followed one of the CAMS set procedures when
preparing for the examination, based on a selfstudy package comprising, among other things,
an audio course, booklet, and flash cards.
“In all, it involved roughly a month of private
study, and I believe it was very worthwhile. The
Liberian Registry has a strong compliance programme and is proactive in its due diligence
procedures. In achieving the CAMS certification, I have gained additional knowledge which
I hope to apply to help make our compliance
programme even stronger.”

The Liberian Registry has become a member of the IADC (International Association of
Drilling Contractors). IADC is the voice of the
drilling industry, facilitating impactful advocacy
across the growing number of countries where
drilling operations take place. Captain Steve
Bomgardner will be a committee member on
various IADC committees to help strengthen
industry objectives.

Exceptional service is not optional
Benson Peretti’s recent appointment as the
Liberian Registry’s Senior Vice-President, Global
Services allows him to work even more closely
with the Liberian Registry’s clients around the
world and with the Registry’s service team at
headquarters.
He says, “We have such strong technical and operational teams of industry experts, and to be able
to work closely with them on a daily basis is not
only a pleasure, but a privilege. Our teams work
continually to improve service delivery. Whether
we are working for seafarers or shipowners, and
irrespective of whether we are dealing with rapidly changing regulations or adding another ship
to the registry, the entire team remains dedicated
to service, safety, and fleet quality.
“We truly believe that providing exceptional service is not optional; rather, it is our duty. As the
shipping industry evolves, so too will our service delivery. Our procedures and practices will
be adjusted efficiently in line with changes in
demand within the industry.”
Spending the early part of his career serving at
sea on commercial and naval ships instilled in
Benson the quality that all seafarers need — the
ability to do whatever it takes to get the job done.
Benson adds, “Moving from the sea to a shorebased role as a regional manager with the organisation also improved my understanding of the
service requirements of the industry. Now, to be
at the head office and to see it all from the inside,
I can appreciate just how efficient and experienced this organisation is. We solve problems
and resolve compliance issues, which is what
you would expect from seasoned maritime professionals who understand the business of shipping and corporate structures.”
Benson says, “I feel fortunate working for the
Liberian Registry. Our reputation for providing great support, and our proactive philosophy,
together with our ability to implement new technology and to provide innovative solutions to
industry issues, will ensure that we continue to
enhance our services, thus demonstrating why
the world’s leading shipowners choose Liberia.
“We always listen to our customers, and to
our own people. We welcome feedback, and
I encourage anyone who wants to share their
thoughts and ideas to contact me directly at
Benson.Peretti@liscr.com. My door is always open.
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